Abstract-Facial composites are widely used by law enforcement agencies to assist in the identification and apprehension of suspects involved in criminal activities. These composites, generated from witness descriptions, are posted in public places and media with the hope that some viewers will provide tips about the identity of the suspect. This method of identifying suspects is slow, tedious, and may not lead to the timely apprehension of a suspect. Hence, there is a need for a method that can automatically and efficiently match facial composites to large police mugshot databases. Because of this requirement, facial composite recognition is an important topic for biometrics researchers. While substantial progress has been made in nonforensic facial composite (or viewed composite) recognition over the past decade, very little work has been done using operational composites relevant to law enforcement agencies. Furthermore, no facial composite to mugshot matching systems have been documented that are readily deployable as standalone software. Thus, the contributions of this paper include: 1) an exploration of composite recognition use cases involving multiple forms of facial composites; 2) the FaceSketchID System, a scalable, and operationally deployable software system that achieves state-of-the-art matching accuracy on facial composites using two algorithms (holistic and component based); and 3) a study of the effects of training data on algorithm performance. We present experimental results using a large mugshot gallery that is representative of a law enforcement agency's mugshot database. All results are compared against three state-of-the-art commercial-off-the-shelf face recognition systems.
The FaceSketchID System: Matching Facial Composites to Mugshots at the crime scene (e.g., from a surveillance camera or a mobile phone). After a composite of a suspect's face is created, authorities disseminate the composite to law enforcement and media outlets with the hope that someone will recognize the individual and provide pertinent information leading to an arrest. Facial composites are particularly valuable when eyewitness' or victim's descriptions are the only form of evidence available [1] . Unfortunately, this process is inefficient and does not leverage all available resources, in particular, the extensive mugshot databases maintained by law enforcement agencies. Successful techniques for automatically matching facial composites to mugshots will improve the effectiveness of facial composites and allow for faster apprehension of suspects. Facial composites used in law enforcement can be divided into three categories:
(i) Hand-Drawn Composites: Facial composites drawn by forensic artists based on the description provided by a witness. Hand-drawn composites have been used in criminal investigations dating as far back as the 19th century [5] . Examples of high profile cases in which a hand-drawn composite was used are shown in Fig. 1 
(a)-(c).
(ii) Software-Generated Composites: Facial composites created using software kits which allow an operator to select various facial components [ Fig. 1 
(d)-(f)].
Software-generated composites have become a popular and more affordable alternative to hand-drawn composites. According to [5] , 80% of law enforcement agencies report using some form of software to create facial composites of suspects. We note that, based on conversations with law enforcement agencies, the actual adoption and use of composite-generation software may be lower than reported in [5] . (iii) Surveillance Composites: Facial composites drawn by forensic artists based on poor quality surveillance images (Fig. 2) . Surveillance composites are used in scenarios when COTS systems are expected to fail on query (probe) face images (due to poor lighting, off-pose faces, occlusion, etc.). Whereas forensic artists typically require a few years of training to become proficient in drawing composites, only a few hours of training are typically required before a police officer can start using composite-generation software.
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. Fig. 1 . Examples of facial composites that were used in cases in which the suspect was successfully apprehended. Examples of hand-drawn composites and their mugshot mates are shown for Timothy McVeigh (the Oklahoma City bomber) (a) [2] , David Berkowitz (Son of Sam) (b), 1 and Ted Kaczynski (the Unabomber) (c). 2 Software-generated composites (d,e,f) 3 that were created using the software FACES [3] are shown with mated mugshots.
composite software relies on choosing a set of facial components (e.g., eyes, nose, mouth) based on the information contained in the witness' description. It is important to emphasize that irrespective of the method used to generate the composite, the quality of the resulting composite (namely, its resemblance to the suspect's real face) mainly depends on the accuracy of the description provided by the witness and the skill of the artist/operator. Section III describes the construction process for each type of facial composite used in this study. We note that in [6] , we referred to hand-drawn composites as "forensic sketches" and software-generated composites as "composite sketches." The naming conventions have been corrected in this study to reflect the prevailing law enforcement terminology.
While several methods that match viewed 4 and hand-drawn composites to mugshots have been reported in the literature [7] , [8] , [10] , [11] , [14] - [16] , [18] , only a few methods have been published for automatic matching of softwaregenerated composites to mugshots [16] , [17] . In all the previous studies reported on software-generated composites, with the exception of [6] , composites were created while the operator was viewing the high quality mugshot. This type of viewed composite does not accurately reflect the creation of composites for use in criminal investigations because the mugshot of the suspect is unknown or unavailable. Indeed, there would be no need to create the composite if we knew the suspect and had his mugshot. While surveillance composites are also created while viewing images of the suspect, these images are of poor quality compared with mugshots. We know of no studies that report performance when matching surveillance composites to mugshots. An extended review of facial composite to mugshot matching literature is presented in Section II.
To our knowledge, no system is available that is designed for facial composite to mugshot matching and is deployed at law enforcement agencies, though investigators often attempt to use COTS matchers in this manner with limited success. To address this need, we have developed the FaceSketchID System as a standalone software system that can match facial composites to their mugshot mates with state-of-the-art accuracy. System specifications can be found in Section IV. The FaceSketchID System uses two complementary algorithms when matching facial composites to mugshots: (i) a holistic algorithm and (ii) a component-based algorithm, that are described in Sections V-A and V-B, respectively. It is important to point out that the matching performance of the FaceSketchID System critically depends on the quality of composite as well as the difference between the time the mugshot in the database was captured and the time the composite was created. Nevertheless, while the accuracy of composite to mugshot matching is significantly lower than mugshot to mugshot matching, composite to mugshot matching systems are needed to maximize the opportunity of apprehending suspects in heinous and egregious crimes where the evidence in the form of a suspect's photograph is lacking.
Section VI describes the experiments used to evaluate the FaceSketchID System. Experimental results when matching hand-drawn, software-generated, and surveillance composites to their mugshot mates are reported in Section VII. Three COTS face matchers are used to establish baseline recognition accuracy when matching facial composites to mugshots. All COTS face matchers used in our experiments have been studied in FRVT. 5 We also investigate the influence of the type of data used to train algorithms used in the FaceSketchID System. To facilitate comparison with previously published results, we also detail the FaceSketchID's performance when matching viewed software-generated composites to photographs. Fig. 2 . Examples of surveillance images that are of sufficiently poor quality such that COTS matchers are expected to fail to find the true mate in a mugshot database. Surveillance composites can be drawn based on these images, which can be used to identify a suspect more accurately. Surveillance composites shown are drawn by Sandra Enslow [4] .
II. RELATED WORK
Automated face matching between two facial photographs is a well studied problem in computer vision and biometrics [19] . However, matching facial composites to photographs is a more challenging problem with only a limited amount of published work, some of which include: [6] - [8] , [10] , [11] , and [14] - [18] . Of these, most studies have used composites drawn while viewing the mugshot or photograph (viewed hand-drawn composites). Further, the studies that considered operational hand-drawn composites did not address the use of software-generated composites which are reported to be widely used by law enforcement agencies.
To our knowledge, only two previous studies focused on automatic face recognition systems using software-generated composites. The first used a combination of local and global features to represent composites [16] , but it required user input in the form of relevance feedback in the matching or recognition phase. Further, the authors in [16] used a small gallery in their experiments (300 facial photographs). The method proposed by Han et al. [17] , used a component based approach to match facial composites to mugshots. While Han et al. used a larger gallery with 10,000 mugshots and created a matching method that is fully automatic, the software-generated composites used were created while viewing the mugshot photograph (viewed software-generated composites) and therefore do not reflect operational scenarios.
Our work uses hand-drawn composites from criminal investigations and software-generated composites created using descriptions from volunteers given two days after viewing a mugshot, mimicking a witness of an actual crime scene. Furthermore, we compare the recognition accuracy of handdrawn composites when algorithms are trained using different training data sets. We show the improved performance of matching facial composites to mugshots when the match scores of two different algorithms (holistic and componentbased) are fused. We also detail the use of surveillance composites, which have not previously been reported in the literature. All experimental results are based on comparisons against mugshot mates for the specified facial composites and an extended gallery of 100,000 mugshots. The size of our gallery is representative of a law enforcement agency's mugshot database. A summary of related work can be found in Table I .
This publication extends upon the work in [6] in the following ways: (i) the background database is increased to 100,000 versus 10,000 in [6] , (ii) integrated and generalized the approaches in [6] , [17] , [14] , and [21] into a unified framework, (iii) improved algorithms such that the recognition performance is comparable to [6] after increasing the background gallery size by an order of magnitude, (iv) evaluated the FaceSketchID System on the largest reported collection of operational (composite, mugshot) pairs reported in the literature, (v) evaluated the effect of the type of training data on the performance of our recognition system, and (vi) demonstrated that composites made from poor quality surveillance imagery can be used to identify the suspect that could not be identified based on the original image.
III. CONSTRUCTING A FACIAL COMPOSITE
As previously mentioned, law enforcement agencies rely on three modalities of facial composites: (i) hand-drawn composites, (ii) software-generated composites and (iii) surveillance composites. Hand-drawn composites (Section III-A) are drawn based on a verbal description. Typically, hand-drawn composites are drawn by a forensic artist with special training. Similarly, software-generated composites (Section III-B) are drawn based on a verbal description, but are created using menu-driven software. In most composite software, the operator selects from a set of facial components to synthesize a face. Facial composites can also be created using poor quality or off-pose facial images. These surveillance composites, which are used when COTS face matchers fail, are described in Section III-C. Fig. 3 shows example hand-drawn and softwaregenerated composites along with mated mugshots that are used in our experiments. For the remainder of this paper we will use the (query modality, target modality) ordered pair convention to denote matching scenarios.
A. Hand-Drawn Composites
All hand-drawn composites used in our study were created by forensic artists for real-world criminal investigations. To create a hand-drawn composite, an artist draws a face based on descriptions provided by either one or multiple eyewitnesses. For this type of composite, the time between observation and recall by a witness varies depending Fig. 3 . Examples of mugshots (a) and mated hand-drawn composites (b) and software-generated composites (c) created using FACES [3] . The hand-drawn composites shown were drawn by either Lois Gibson [20] or forensic artists at the Michigan State Police (MSP).
on the circumstances. A total of 265 hand-drawn composites along with their mated mugshots are used in our experiments, which we will refer to as the Pattern Recognition and Image Processing (PRIP) Hand-Drawn Composite (PRIP-HDC) database. Of the 265 total hand-drawn composites, 73 were drawn by Lois Gibson [20] , 43 were drawn by Karen Taylor [2] , 56 were provided by the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office (PCSO), 46 were drawn by forensic artists employed by the Michigan State Police (MSP), and 47 were downloaded from the Internet.
It is worth noting that some of the hand-drawn composites and their mugshot mates, namely those acquired from [2] , were scanned out of a textbook. These pairs, while captured at a high resolution, consist of small printer dots. To compensate for this artifact, a Gaussian smoothing (σ = 1.25) was applied to each pair from this set. In general, this significantly degraded the matching performance of composites that were smoothed, presumably because a source of bias (the printer dots) was eliminated. Specifically, 23 of the 43 total composites were no longer matched by Rank-200 when using the holistic algorithm (described in Sec. V-A). One would expect the overall matching performance to degrade by about 8.8% (corresponding to 23 out of the 265 handdrawn composites in the PRIP-HDC database). However, the retrieval ranks of other hand-drawn composites improved such that the overall Rank-200 matching performance only dropped by about 5% (Table II) . Other studies which have used sketches from [2] have not reported eliminating this bias.
B. Software-Generated Composites
A number of software systems are available to create composites: E-FIT [22] , EvoFit [23] , FACES [3] , Identi-Kit [24] , Mac-a-Mug [25] , and Photo-Fit [25] . Of these, Identi-Kit and FACES are most widely used by law enforcement agencies in the United States [5] . Both Identi-Kit and FACES allow users to choose from a set of candidate components or features (i.e. eyes, mouth, nose). FACES provides a larger number of features and options, and it has been observed to be more accurate in capturing facial characteristics than Identi-Kit [17] . For these two reasons, we used FACES to create composites for our matching experiments.
To create the software-generated composites, we used a procedure designed to mimic real-world composite synthesis detailed in [26] . Volunteers (adults ranging from 20-40 years of age) were asked to view a mugshot of a suspect for one minute. Two days later they were asked to describe the mugshot to the FACES software operator (one of the authors of this paper) who had not seen the mugshot. Volunteers also provided demographic information about the suspect to the best of their ability (gender, race/ethnicity, age range). During the description process, the FACES operator used a cognitive interview technique [27] to enhance the volunteer's memory of the suspect's facial features in the mugshot. To reduce the problem of operator contamination [26] , in which previously created composites influence the creation of the current composite, a random face was generated initially which was then modified based on the volunteer's description.
We note that there are certain limitations in creating software-generated composites. For example, it is difficult to achieve certain types of shading and skin texture in the composite. The options for localizing a component on the face are limited, and therefore achieving the desired alignment of components is also challenging. In total, 75 software-generated An example video frame (a) and the corresponding surveillance composite (b) and photograph (c) from [28] . The subject shown is Marie-Josee Croze.
composites were synthesized, each taking 30 minutes to create, on average. This database will be referred to as the PRIP Software-Generated Composite (PRIP-SGC) database.
C. Surveillance Composites
Given the ubiquity of surveillance technology, law enforcement agencies attempt to make use of all of the facial image data at their disposal regardless of its quality. At the lower end of the quality spectrum are images captured by cell phones, retail surveillance cameras, and ATM cameras which often are blurred, have significant shadows or occlusion, or contain an off-pose face. In some cases, these facial images are of sufficient quality to be used in a COTS face matcher. For the majority of these images, however, COTS face matchers fail to find the corresponding individual within a mugshot gallery. To make use of this poor quality data, law enforcement agencies often employ a forensic artist to create a high quality facial composite from the surveillance face image. We investigate the possibility of using this form of facial composite to improve upon the matching performance of COTS matchers using a set of (surveillance composite, mugshot) pairs provided to us by the PCSO (Fig. 4 ) and a set of pairs from [28] (Fig. 5 ).
D. Viewed Composites
While viewed composites are not applicable in forensic scenarios, we have found them to be useful during algorithm training. Eighteen-hundred (viewed hand-drawn composite, photograph) pairs used in our study are available from the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK). 6 The CUHK Face Sketch database [10] contains 188 pairs from the CUHK student database, 123 pairs from the AR database [29] , 295 pairs from the XM2VTS database [33] , and 1,194 pairs [34] from the FERET database [35] . We will refer to this set of Fig. 6 . For a given photograph (a) from the AR database [29] , the viewed facial composites used in our study consist of a hand-drawn composite (b), a composite created using Identi-Kit (c), and two composites created using FACES (d, e) by two different operators.
1800 (viewed hand-drawn composite, photograph) pairs as the CUHK-VHDC database.
Additionally, a set of viewed hand-drawn composites were drawn by forensic artists at the MSP for 93 of the 265 mugshots in the PRIP-HDC database. We investigate the effects of training our matching algorithms on these composites, which we will refer to as the PRIP Viewed Hand-Drawn Composite (PRIP-VHDC) database. Eighty-five of the PRIP-VHDC subjects have a single facial composite, and the remaining 8 have two composites each.
To demonstrate the strength of the FaceSketchID System compared to previously reported results, we include a set of viewed software-generated composites in our matching experiments from [17] . This data will be referred to as the PRIP Viewed Software-Generated Composite (PRIP-VSGC) database. For each of the 123 photographs from the AR database used in the PRIP-VSGC database, three composites were created. Two composites were created using FACES and the third was created using Identi-Kit. Examples of viewed composites used in our experiments can be found in Fig. 6 .
IV. THE FACESKETCHID SYSTEM
The FaceSketchID System was developed to address the lack of a fully automatic means to match facial composites to mugshots. The matching algorithms used by the FaceSketchID System are described in Sections V-A and V-B. The FaceSketchID System supports a drag-and-drop enrollment interface with options for manually modifying detected eye locations, viewing both probe and target images after algorithm processing, viewing similarity heatmaps of mugshot matches, and searching for known individuals by name within the mugshot matches. The FaceSketchID System also supports filtering the mugshot gallery via demographic information in the form of age range, race, and gender. To simplify deployment, gallery images can be enrolled to and accessed from remote locations (e.g. an off-site server).
The FaceSketchID System is compatible with Windows, OSX, and Ubuntu Linux environments. Source code for the FaceSketchID System is written in C++. The FaceSketchID System uses OpenCV [36] as a matrix library, Eigen [37] for statistical learning, and Qt [38] for the GUI. Some modules of the FaceSketchID System are available in OpenBR [39] . On a 2.9 GHz Intel Core i7 laptop with 8 GB of RAM, enrollment (including eye detection) and matching speeds are 1.07 templates per second per thread and about 22,000 comparisons per second per thread, respectively. Templates (including demographic information) are approximately 5.73KB in size. Table III lists the major systematic and experimental differences between this study and related work. A video demonstrating the matching process can be found at http://biometrics.cse.msu.edu/images/ImgProjects/ help_match.mp4.
V. FACIAL COMPOSITE TO MUGSHOT MATCHING ALGORITHMS
The FaceSketchID System leverages two complementary algorithms when matching facial composites to their mugshot mates. The first, developed by Klare and Jain [18] , is designed for use in heterogenous face recognition. That is, it is effective not only when matching (facial composite, mugshot) pairs, but also in near-infrared, thermal, and cross-distance matching scenarios. The second, developed by Han et al. [17] , was originally designed for software-generated composite to mugshot matching. Modifications made to the original algorithms in [17] and [18] to improve matching accuracy, template size, and algorithm speeds are also discussed. In the case of the component-based algorithm, modifications are heavily influenced by the algorithm in [21] . Each algorithm is described in detail in the following sections.
A. Holistic Algorithm
The holistic algorithm used by the FaceSketchID System has been found to be an effective technique for matching a facial composite probe against a gallery of mugshots [18] . One strength of the holistic algorithm is that it represents both facial composites and mugshots with local descriptor-based features, eliminating the need to synthesize a pseudo-composite from the mugshot as is done in [7] and [9] . Thus, the algorithm for representing a mugshot is analogous to a facial composite and will be omitted from the following description.
After detecting eye locations, the facial composite is normalized to a fixed height and width and transformed such that right and left eyes are at the same position for every composite. The center-surround divisive normalization (CSDN) filter [30] is then applied to the composite to compensate for the differences related to the change in modality between composite and mugshot. Although [18] uses additional filters to improve generalization across multiple modalities, our empirical study shows that using only the CSDN filter results in the best matching performance for composites, and the resulting reduction in complexity increases the algorithm speed. Fig. 7 .
The holistic algorithm pipeline used by the FaceSketchID System. Following normalization and application of a center-surround divisive normalization (CSDN) [30] filter, SIFT [31] and MLBP [32] features are extracted. Optimal subspaces are learned for each patch and the projected features are concatenated. After a PCA step to reduce template size, the final feature vector is normalized using the L 2 norm. The similarity scores from the SIFT and MLBP feature vectors when comparing composite and mugshot are fused using the sum rule.
Subsequently, SIFT [31] and multi-scale local binary pattern (MLBP) [32] features are extracted in parallel from a dense grid and uniform patches across the face, respectively. Note that the dense grid used as keypoints for SIFT descriptor extraction and the patches used to compute MLBP features correspond to the same locations within the composite. For both SIFT and MLBP features, optimal subspaces are learned for each patch using linear discriminant analysis (LDA). Klare and Jain used a random-sample LDA (RS-LDA) technique introduced in [41] to handle the small sample size problem. Since we have a relatively more training data, RS-LDA has been replaced by LDA in the FaceSketchID System to improve algorithm speed and template size.
After learning an optimal subspace for each patch and projecting the patch-wise features into their respective subspaces, the projected features are concatenated to form a single feature vector. PCA is applied to the feature vector to reduce template size, and the resulting feature vector is normalized using the L 2 norm. To measure the similarity between feature vectors, the holistic algorithm uses the L 2 similarity measure. After z-score normalization, scores from the SIFT and MLBP representations are fused via a sum-of-score fusion rule with equal weight applied to both representations. A diagram of the holistic algorithm pipeline is shown in Fig. 7 . Table IV summarizes key differences between   TABLE IV HOLISTIC ALGORITHM DIFFERENCES COMPARED TO [18] the holistic algorithm in the FaceSketchID System vs. the algorithm presented in [18] .
B. Component-Based Algorithm
As mentioned earlier, the component-based method used by the FaceSketchID System was proposed in [17] to match software-generated composites (created using FACES and Identi-Kit) to photographs. In the component-based algorithm, facial components are automatically localized by detecting landmarks with an active shape model (ASM) via the STASM library [40] . As in [21] , the ASM is initialized using eye locations provided by a COTS eye detector that is bundled with the FaceSketchID System. To evaluate the landmarking Fig. 8 . The component-based algorithm pipeline used by the FaceSketchID System. Following normalization, STASM [40] is used to detect 77 facial landmarks. For each of the 6 components used, procrustes alignment is used to ensure maximum alignment of landmarks. MLBP features are extracted from patches inside the facial component. A PCA step is used to reduce the noise in the MLBP descriptor for a given patch. Optimal subspaces are learned for each patch and the projected features are concatenated and normalized. In the interest of brevity, we omit the final PCA step used to reduce the template size in this diagram. L 2 similarity scores are generated for each of the selected components. The overall (facial composite, mugshot) similarity score is the sum of the individual component scores.
performance of STASM on mugshots versus composites, we have performed an experiment in which 20 (composite, mugshot) pairs are randomly selected and marked with 5 ground-truth landmarks (both eye centers, nose tip, and mouth corners). After running STASM on each composite and mugshot, we calculate the average landmark location error (in pixels) after normalizing based on the interpupillary distance (IPD). For the 20 mugshots and 20 composites, the average errors are 0.0421 (σ = 0.0362) and 0.0417 (σ = 0.0386), respectively. From these results, we contend that although the STASM models were developed for facial landmark detection in photographs, they generalize well to facial composites.
While alignment is critical for the holistic algorithm, it is arguably more important when extracting landmarks used by the component-based representation because the relatively small size of the facial components limits the descriptive tolerance to noise. Bonnen et al. [21] showed that Procrustes alignment of landmarks improved the matching accuracy, especially when matching off-pose facial images. In the facial composite to mugshot matching scenario, the problem of off-pose facial images is not severe. Nevertheless, using Procrustes alignment and a Delaunay triangulation-based texture mapping framework improved the performance of the component-based algorithm in the FaceSketchID System.
After component alignment and texture mapping, MLBP [32] descriptors are used to capture the texture and structure of patches in each facial component. A PCA step is used to reduce the noise present in the patch-wise MBLP representation for the given facial component. Similar to holistic algorithm, the component-based method uses LDA to learn the optimal subspace and improve recognition accuracy. A final PCA step is used to reduce template size.
In [17] , cosine similarities between corresponding patches of facial components are computed and the overall component similarity is the average of the patch-wise similarities. Experimental results indicate that concatenating the patchwise feature vectors prior to computing an overall component similarity improves matching accuracy. More importantly, this technique reduces template size and increases comparison speed by orders of magnitude within the framework of the FaceSketchID System. As with [17] , the most accurate [17] components to be used during score fusion are determined empirically for each composite modality. Scores are normalized prior to fusion using z-score normalization and equal weights are applied to all components. The mouth, nose, and hair components are used when matching (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs whereas the mouth, nose, hair, and brow components are used when matching (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs. A diagram of the component-based algorithm pipeline is shown in Fig. 8 .
A simple sum-fusion rule is used when fusing the match scores from both algorithms after z-score normalization. We note that we are using the L 2 distance metric for both algorithms for simplicity and consistency reasons. In the case of (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) recognition, equal weights (empirically determined) are assigned to match scores. However, when matching software-generated composites to mugshots, weights of 0.6 and 0.4 are assigned to the match scores of the holistic and component-based representations, respectively. Table V summarizes key difference between the component-based algorithm in the FaceSketchID System versus the algorithm presented in [17] .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL
As mentioned earlier, the gallery set for all experiments (with the exception those listed in Section VI-D) consists of mated mugshots for the listed composites plus a set of 100,000 mugshots from the PCSO. Experimental results are reported with and without filtering the mugshot gallery using demographic information (age range, race, and gender). Three commercial face matchers (referred to as COTS-1, COTS-2, and COTS-3) are used as baselines. Note that we are unable to train any of the COTS systems. Table VI summarizes the databases used in our study. Fig. 9 shows example mugshots used to extend the gallery in matching experiments.
A. Hand-Drawn Composites
Experimental results for matching (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs are reported based on a 5-fold cross-validation scheme. Training and testing sets are disjoint; that is, no subject that was used to train an algorithm was used when testing its performance. The 265 subjects in the PRIP-HDC dataset are assigned to a cross-validation fold via an MD5 hashing function based on the subject's identifier. Thus, the number of subjects in the testing subset of a given fold varies but is, on average, 53. The different training sets used to train the two algorithms in the hand-drawn composite to mugshot matching experiments are as follows:
1) PRIP-HDC: Facial composite to mugshot matching algorithms are trained on the set of approximately 212 (handdrawn composite, mugshot) pairs available per cross-validation fold in the PRIP-HDC database. Each subject in the PRIP-HDC database is only associated with two images: a hand-drawn composite and a mugshot.
2) CUHK-VHDC: Algorithms are trained on the set of 1,800 (viewed hand-drawn composite, photograph) pairs from the CUHK-VHDC database. Similar to the PRIP-HDC database, the CUHK-VHDC database contains only two images per subject. Note that although we no longer need to use cross-validation because we are training on one dataset and testing on another, we maintain the testing splits used in (1) to allow for comparison between experiments. This procedure is used in all the following experiments in which cross-validation is not necessary.
3) PRIP-HDC + CUHK-VHDC: Algorithms are trained on the set of approximately 212 (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs available in the PRIP-HDC database as in protocol (1) . For the training subset of each fold of the PRIP-HDC database, the entire CUHK-VHDC database is added.
4) PRIP-HDC + CUHK-VHDC + PRIP-VHDC:
Algorithms are trained with the same protocol as in protocol (3) . When the testing set does not contain subjects from the PRIP-VHDC dataset, those pairs are added to the training set.
We also report performance on a set of 32 (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs which have been sequestered from the training experiments reported above. Note that crossvalidation is not necessary in this experiment since we are training and testing on different data.
Finally, we report the performance of a composite of one of the Boston Marathon bombing suspects (see [42] ) using the same experimental setup as the sequestered pairs. The composite depicts the younger brother, Dzhokhar Tsarnaev, drawn by an artist in the court during a preliminary trial 4 . While it can be considered as a viewed hand-drawn composite, we include the performance as an additional example of the capabilities of the FaceSketchID System.
B. Software-Generated Composites
Due to the relatively small size of the PRIP-SGC database, we could only train the two matching algorithms using the CUHK-VHDC database. Thus, there is no need for crossvalidation when testing on software-generated composites.
C. Surveillance Composites
To evaluate the performance of the FaceSketchID System on (surveillance composite, mugshot) pairs, we train the holistic and component-based algorithms using the CUHK-VHDC database. We compare retrieval ranks when using (surveillance composite, mugshot) pairs in the FaceSketchID System versus retrieval ranks when using (surveillance image, mugshot) pairs in COTS matchers. For a given subject in this dataset, there are, on average, 6 composites created by different artists. Examples of this surveillance data can be found in Fig. 4(a)-(c) . We report the retrieval rank achieved using the most accurate composite and the most accurate frame from the surveillance video for each subject. We include a surveillance composite depicting Tamerlan Tsarnaev (the older brother alleged to be involved in the Boston Marathon bombing) [28] and report the FaceSketchID System's performance when matching the composite to photographs from [42] .
We also evaluate the performance of the FaceSketchID System on a set of 21 surveillance composites created while viewing videos from the YouTube Faces (YTF) [43] database for [28] . In [28] , the mated photographs used for these composites are from the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) [44] database. To best replicate a mugshot matching scenario, we have instead used mated photographs found on the Internet that have a more "mugshot-like" appearance. For these composites, the performance of the FaceSketchID System when matching surveillance composites to photographs is compared against performance of COTS-1 and COTS-2 7 when matching video frames to photographs. For the COTS systems, an overall similarity measure between a video and a photograph is computed by fusing the scores from individual frames via the sum rule (as reported in [28] ). Examples of these composites and their mated photographs can be found in Fig. 5 .
D. Viewed Software-Generated Composites
We include results when matching (viewed softwaregenerated composite, photograph) pairs from the PRIP-VSGC database to compare against previously published results. As noted earlier, the PRIP-VSGC database contains 123 pairs from the AR database, with three composites available per pair. Composites generated using FACES by both the American and Asian operators as well as the composites generated using Identi-Kit are used to evaluate the performance of both algorithms. Both the holistic and component-based algorithms are trained on the CUHK-VHDC database for this experiment. We note that a subset of the CUHK-VHDC database contains pairs from the AR database which are not included since they would bias the matching performance if used during algorithm training. We do not include the performance of COTS systems in this experiment as they can be found in [17] . A gallery of 10,000 mugshots from the PCSO is used to extend the gallery in these experiments to be consistent with that in [17] . While we have age range, gender and race information to filter the gallery set, only gender-based demographic filtering was reported in [17] . Thus, to provide a fair comparison with [17] , all retrieval rates for the (viewed software-generated composite, photograph) experiments do not involve any demographic filtering. Fig. 10 shows rank retrieval results of the experiments listed in Section VI-A. For the holistic algorithm [ Fig. 10(a) ], the choice of data used to train the algorithm has a noticeable effect on retrieval rate. Comparing Rank-100 and Rank-200 retrieval rates, the best training set (PRIP-HDC) differs from the worst training set (CUHK-VHDC) by approximately 4% and 3%, respectively. It is interesting to note that while the viewed hand-drawn composite combinations of training data exhibit similar performance, especially at lower ranks, training the holistic algorithm on the PRIP-HDC database alone is markedly better than including any other composite database. One explanation for this is that training on (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs alone allows the subspaces to be tightly tuned to the (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) matching task. The introduction of viewed handdrawn composites to the training set likely causes the subspaces to be biased towards (viewed hand-drawn composite, photograph) matching (in which texture and structure are extremely accurate). Furthermore, the number of (viewed hand-drawn composite, photograph) pairs relative to (handdrawn composite, mugshot) pairs when the training datasets are combined also biases the subspace towards the viewed hand-drawn composite matching scenario, resulting in performance degradation.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Hand-Drawn Composites
By contrast, the component-based algorithm [ Fig. 10(b) ] exhibits more consistency between the best and worst training sets (19.2% versus 16.9% at Rank-200, respectively). However, retrieval results indicate that, for this algorithm, training on the PRIP-HDC database alone is the worst choice of the training sets. While the holistic algorithm likely benefits from a subspace that is highly tuned to the (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) matching scenario, the performance of the component-based algorithm is likely degraded by that same specificity to the problem. The reason for this is that, at the component level (e.g., only considering the mouth), there can be a significant amount of noise due to the misalignment of components. Thus, subspaces learned in this scenario are likely influenced by noise more than the structure and texture of the component itself. This explanation justifies the fact that training using a combination of viewed hand-drawn composite and hand-drawn composite data results in the best performance of the component-based algorithm when matching (handdrawn composite, mugshot) pairs. That is, with the stability provided to the learned subspace by the viewed hand-drawn composites (when we consider comparing facial components between subjects), the component-based algorithm is able to match (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs well.
We note that in [6] , the difference in performance between the holistic and component-based algorithms was explained to be due to the different training methodologies. In this study, both algorithms use the same training methodology, additional explanations are needed to account for this difference. Primarily, the component-based method does not consider any spatial relationship between individual components, which is encoded in the holistic representation. Furthermore, it may simply be more difficult to match composites at low ranks based on the use of a small number of components used in the component-based algorithm. However, when these components are accurately described by a witness and accurately depicted by a forensic artist, the component-based method does well.
The best performance that the FaceSketchID System is able to achieve on (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs results from fusing the holistic and component-based match scores [ Fig. 10(c) ]. Different weighting methods were investigated, but assigning equal weights to both similarity scores resulted in the best performance. The Rank-200 performance after match score fusion is approximately 4% better than that of the holistic algorithm and approximately 6% better than that of the component-based algorithm. We include COTS retrieval rates in Fig. 10(c) as a baseline against our best achieved matching performance. Examples of successful and unsuccessful (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) match cases can be found in Fig. 11 . Examples of (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) match cases in which match score fusion improved the performance can be found in Fig. 12 .
Filtering the gallery based on demographic information (age, gender, and race) significantly improves the retrieval rates for both holistic and component-based algorithms as well as the three COTS matchers [ Fig. 10(d)-(f) ]. Again, the highest retrieval rate performance is achieved by the match score fusion of the holistic and component-based algorithms, with a Rank-200 retrieval rate of approximately 51%. Klum et al. explain in [6] the phenomenon that the performance of the component-based algorithm is boosted more by demographic filtering than that of the holistic algorithm. This is due primarily to the fact that before filtering, most components provide relatively poor recognition accuracy individually, so there is little benefit derived from their fusion. After filtering, the recognition accuracy of each component is significantly improved leading to a significantly higher fused component-based accuracy. Fig. 16(a)-(c) show example retrievals from the sequestered set. For these 32 (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs, the FaceSketchID System is able to match two subjects at Rank-1, nine by Rank-100 and 13 by Rank-200 after demographic filtering. Note that matching 13 out of 32 pairs by Rank-200 equates to a retrieval rate of 40.63%, which is comparable to the best results reported in the cross-validation experiments above. Fig. 17 shows the composite and the photographs depicting Djokar Tsarnaev, one of the two Boston Bombing suspects, along with the rank at which they were retrieved (after demographic filtering). As noted in [42] , these photographs would likely not be in a law enforcement agency's database. Nevertheless, the FaceSketchID System is able to retrieve multiple photographs at low ranks (correctly recognizing five of six photographs by Rank-50). Fig. 13(a) shows the performance of the holistic and component-based algorithms in addition to the COTS matchers when matching (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs. The holistic algorithm performs well at low ranks, achieving a 12% retrieval rate by Rank-25. As mentioned in Section VII-A, the holistic method benefits heavily from training data that mirrors the data used during testing. Because we do not have enough (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs, the only training data used were from the CUHK-VHDC databases. Thus, while we achieve a respectable retrieval rate of approximately 17% at Rank-200, we believe that the holistic algorithm's performance could be improved if operational software-generated composite data were available.
B. Software-Generated Composites
In contrast with the holistic algorithm, the componentbased algorithm performs relatively poorly at lower ranks but matches the holistic algorithm's performance at higher ranks. This may be due to the fact that it is difficult to precisely recognize (i.e., match at Rank-1) an individual based purely on a set of components from the facial composite. Two scenarios contribute to this difficulty: (i) a particular component matches very highly with an impostor and/or, (ii) overall, the components in the composite are not sufficiently similar those in the mugshot. However, by Rank-50 we have likely overcome these inherent challenges with the component-based algorithm, and thus are able to achieve performance similar to that of the holistic algorithm. As with the hand-drawn composites, score fusion of the two algorithms results in the best retrieval rates for the FaceSketchID System on (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs. Fusion improves the Rank-200 performance of both the holistic algorithm and the component-based algorithm by approximately 6%. Filtering with demographic information improves the performance of the holistic and compositebased algorithms (after match score fusion) when matching (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs [ Fig. 13(b) ] to 48% at Rank-200. Examples of successful and unsuccessful (software-generated composite, mugshot) match cases can be found in Fig. 14 . Examples of (software-generated composite, mugshot) match cases in which score fusion improved the performance can be found in Fig. 15 . True accept rates (TAR) at false accept rates (FAR) of 0.1% and 1.0% are reported in Table VII for both the PRIP-HDC and the PRIP-SGC databases to facilitate comparisons with published results.
It is worth noting that in many cases where facial composites were not successfully matched to their correct mugshot mate, the Rank-1 retrieval is more similar in appearance to the composite than the true mate. We view this not as a failure of the FaceSketchID System, but a result of the inherent difficulties in synthesizing an accurate composite which can be due to (i) inaccurate or rather vague description of the suspect Fig. 14 . Examples of successful Rank-1 matches of (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs (a,b). A failure case (c) shows a relatively accurate composite which was returned at a rank higher than 200. Fig. 15 . Examples of retrieval rank improvement when matching softwaregenerated composites to mugshots after match score fusion of the holistic and component-based algorithms. provided by the witness, (ii) the age difference between the time the suspect's mugshot was captured and when he was seen by a witness/victim, and (iii) inexperience of the Examples of successful matches of (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) pairs (a,b) from the sequestered dataset. A failure case (c) shows a relatively accurate composite which was returned at a rank higher than 200. Fig. 17 .
A composite and photographs depicting Dzhokhar Tsarnaev. Retrieval ranks for the FaceSketchID System are listed below the corresponding photograph. All ranks are after demographic filtering (15-25 year old, white, male). Fig. 18 . Examples of a hand-drawn composite (a) and a software-generated composite (d) for which the Rank-1 match is an impostor (b,e) that is more similar in appearence to the composite than the genuine mugshot match (c,f).
forensic artists or the limitations of the composite software. Examples of such (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) and (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs are shown in Fig. 18 . C. Surveillance Composites Table VIII shows the retrieval ranks of (surveillance composite, mugshot) pairs for the FaceSketchID System and (surveillance image, mugshot) pairs for the COTS matchers for the 4 subjects from the PCSO. Performance of the COTS matchers seems to vary significantly for these subjects. While there is variability in the performance of composites between artists, the most accurate composites achieve the lowest rank for 3 out of the 4 subjects using the FaceSketchID System.
Using the composites from [28] , the FaceSketchID System is able to achieve the best performance on 9 of the 21 subjects (Table IX) . By comparison, COTS-1 and COTS-2 are able to achieve the best performance on 7 and 5 subjects, respectively. The FaceSketchID System also outperforms the COTS matchers in terms of rank retrieval performance, correctly matching 8 composites by Rank-200 (versus COTS-1 and COTS-2 retrieving 6 and 5 by Rank-200, respectively). However, there is no significant advantage in using surveillance composites A surveillance frame (a) of Tamerlan Tsarnaev was used to create a high-quality surveillance composite (drawn by Jane Wankmiller [28] ) (b) to improve performance when matching against a photograph (c). After demographic filtering (20-30 year old, white, male), the FaceSketchID System is able to retrieve the photograph by to perform recognition with the FaceSketchID System versus using surveillance video with the COTS matchers as the YTF videos are, in general, of adequate quality. Indeed, for all of the YTF videos, the Viola-Jones face detector [45] is able to successfully find a face in at least 48 consecutive frames. Thus, in forensic investigations in which the investigator has access to surveillance data of the same quality as the YTF videos, our experimental results indicate it may be valuable to use both the surveillance composite and the surveillance video. However, cases with highly off-pose, occluded, or blurred faces (like those in Fig. 2 ) present challenges to state-of-the-art unconstrained face recognition systems. Fig. 19 shows a surveillance composite of Tamerlan Tsarnaev which was created using a poor quality surveillance frame. As with Djokar Tsarnaev, the photographs shown of Tamerlan would not be in the mugshot database. However, the FaceSketchID System is able to match Tamerlan's composite to his photograph at Rank-2113 and Rank-20 before and after demographic filtering, respectively. This result is comparable to the performance achieved using the most accurate COTS system when matching the best (surveillance frame, photograph) pair reported in [42] .
D. Viewed Software-Generated Composites
Han et al. [17] report Rank-1, Rank-100, and Rank-200 retrieval rates of 10.6%, 65%, and 73.2% when matching viewed software-generated composites (created by an American operator) to photographs, respectively. The FaceSketchID System is able to achieve Rank-1, Rank-100, and Rank-200 retrieval rates of approximately 24%, 79%, 87% on the same dataset after fusing the match scores of the holistic and component-based algorithms (Fig. 20) . Han et al. also report the matching performance when FACES composites are created by an Asian user. Similar to the American-created composites, the FaceSketchID System is able to achieve consistently higher retrieval rates, with an improvement at Rank-200 of approximately 14%. When matching software-generated composites created using Identi-Kit to mugshots using the FaceSketchID System, we observe a similar performance degradation compared with composites created using FACES as was reported in [17] . For the composites created with Identi-Kit, match score fusion does not improve the performance of the FaceSketchID System because of the poor performance of the holistic algorithm. This can be explained by the fact that the IdentiKit composites have little information other than outlines of facial components. However, the component-based algorithm still improves upon the highest Rank-200 retrieval rate reported in [17] by 16%.
VIII. SUMMARY
Facial composites drawn by forensic artists (hand-drawn composites) or created using software (software-generated composites) are routinely used by law enforcement agencies to assist in identification and apprehension of suspects involved in criminal activities, especially when no photograph of the suspect at the crime scene is available. We have developed the FaceSketchID System to provide law enforcement agencies a tool with which to more effectively make use of this facial composite data. The FaceSketchID System combines the strengths of two different representation and matching algorithms (holistic and component-based) to achieve state-ofthe-art accuracies for both (hand-drawn composite, mugshot) and (software-generated composite, mugshot) pairs. We investigate the effect of training our two algorithms on different databases to achieve the best matching performance. We also show the performance of surveillance composites, which are used for poor quality surveillance images where COTS systems fail. This scenario is likely to become an important application of facial composites to mugshot matching given the growing number of surveillance cameras around the globe. Three state-of-the-art commercial matchers were used as baselines for our experiments. Filtering of the large gallery (100,000 mugshots) based on demographic information showed a significant improvement in retrieval accuracy. Future work will involve acquiring more surveillance composites, with an emphasis on those with severe off-pose or occluded faces. We will also develop matching algorithms that can directly use the verbal description (from a witness) in addition to the facial composite to improve the matching performance of the FaceSketchID System.
